A PRODUCER’S PROVEN ADVANTAGE
Increased performance at the wellhead

When your employees feel safe, comfortable and well fed they are far less likely to miss
a shift, get injured on the job, move to a competitor or simply pack their bags and head
home. Partnering with Target Hospitality pays big dividends; your employees are more
productive, safe, loyal and will return to the jobsite well fed and well rested each and
every day.

PERMIAN BASIN
Wolf Camp
Mentone, TX

“Target Hospitality has helped Halliburton

530 BEDS

reduce attrition, increase morale and
enhance productivity through it’s
network solution.”
Senior Vice President
Halliburton Corporation

El Capitan Lodge
Orla, TX

“B esides the improvement in

320 BEDS

productivity and safety, the difference
in employee morale has been incredible.”
Senior Project Manager
Republic Services

“It is critical for us to make sure our
employees are well fed, that they’re happy

Seven Rivers Lodge
Carlsbad, TX

660 BEDS

and that they have a good night’s rest.
Target Hospitality answers all
those needs.”
VP Supply Chain
Hess Corporation

REST ASSURED
More and more E & P companies are learning that it pays

Increase and enhance:

to invest in the their employee’s safety and well being on and off the job.

• Retention and recruitment

Target Hospitality is becoming a game changer for producers.

• Employee performance and productivity
• Safety

2170 Buckthorne Place, Suite 440
The Woodlands, TX 77380-1775

800.832.4242
TargetHospitality.com

THE TARGET 12

Rest Assured, at Target Hospitality everyone has a hand
in providing what your workforce needs to perform well.
We’re attending to the many little details that offer a big
boost to productivity.

WHAT WE PROVIDE
YOUR WORKERS
OFF THE CLOCK

ENHANCE S THEIR
PERFORMANCE
ON THE CLOCK
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ENGAGEMENT
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PERFORMANCE
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CONNECTION

SAFETY
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WELLNESS

LOYALTY
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COMMUNITY

PRODUCTIVITY
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HOSPITALITY

PREPAREDNESS
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YOUR BE S T WORK FORCE
Everything we do at Target Hospitality contributes to a

injured, less likely to leave for another company.

better-performing, work-ready team. Given the welcoming

Instead they will likely be more engaged and focused,

environment, restful time and space, sense of community

and therefore much more productive. Also more loyal,

and hearty food used to fuel their bodies, your workers

given the accommodations you’ve provided them

are less likely to make errors on the job, less likely to get

through Target Hospitality.

2170 Buckthorne Place, Suite 440
The Woodlands, TX 77380-1775

800.832.4242
TargetHospitality.com

